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ABSTRACT

Dynamical processes induced by the external time-dependent fields can provide valuable insight into the characteristic energy

scales of a given physical system. We investigate them here in a nanoscopic heterostructure, consisting of the double quantum

dot coupled in series to the superconducting and the metallic reservoirs, analyzing its response to (i) abrupt bias voltage

applied across the junction, (ii) sudden change of the energy levels, and imposed by (iii) their periodic driving. We explore

subgap properties of this setup which are strictly related to the in-gap quasiparticles and discuss their signatures manifested

in the time-dependent charge currents. The characteristic multi-mode oscillations, their beating patters and photon-assisted

harmonics reveal a rich spectrum of dynamical features that might be important for designing the superconducting qubits.

The double quantum dots on interfaces between various external leads have been proposed for implementation of the spin1

and spin-orbit quantum bits2. Specifically, the superconducting qubits3 have been considered as very promising candidates.

Main idea behind such superconducting qubits relies on the in-gap bound states4. Their possible implementations could protect

the parity of Cooper pairs on proximitized superconducting nonoscopic islands5. Additionally appealing perspectives for using

the proximitized double quantum dots appeared with realizations of the topological superconductors6, hosting the zero-energy

modes that are protected by symmetry reasons. Such (Majorana-type) quasiparticles have been proposed for constructing the

charge qubit in a transmission line resonator (transmon)7 and could be incorporated in the gate tunable superconducting qubits

(gatemons)8. Readout by means of switching-event measurement using the attached superconducting quantum interference

devices has revealed quantum-state oscillations with a high fidelity9, which seems to be promising for quantum computing.

Static properties of the in-gap bound states formed in the single and/or multiple quantum dots, nanoscopic length atomic

chains or semiconducting nanowires and in magnetic islands proximitized to bulk superconductors have been already described

in great detail (see Refs.10–12 for survey). As regards their particular realizations in the double quantum dots (DQDs), they

have been probed by tunneling spectroscopy using InAs13–17, InSb18, Ge/Si19 and carbon nanotubes20, 21 and by the scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM) applied to magnetic di-molecules deposited on superconducting surfaces22–25. These in-gap

bound states of DQDs have been investigated theoretically under stationary conditions by a number groups11, 18, 26–42. To our

knowledge, however, their dynamical properties have not been inspected yet. We address this issue here because such dynamics

could be important for designing future operations on the superconducting qubits.

In what follows, we perform an analysis of the time-dependent observables in the setup, comprising two quantum

dots arranged in series between the superconducting and normal metallic electrodes (Fig. 1). We inspect response of this

heterostructure to several types of external perturbations, leading effectively either to a melting43 or buildup44 of the electron

Figure 1. Schematics. Two quantum dots (QD1 and QD2) coupled in series between the superconducting (S) and normal (N)

metallic reservoirs whose energy levels εiσ (t) could be varied by the external gate potential. We also consider dynamical

phenomena driven by the time-dependent bias voltage imposed between the external leads.
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pairing. For specific discussion we consider (i) abrupt detuning of the chemical potentials by the source-drain voltage, (ii) quench

of the quantum dot energy levels, and (iii) their periodic driving. The latter effect has been recently achieved experimentally

in the microwave-assisted tunneling via the single quantum dot in the Josephson-type (S-QD-S) junctions45–47, but similar

measurements should be feasible using the N-DQD-S heterostructures as well. Our calculations of the time-dependent electron

occupancy and charge currents reveal the damped quantum oscillations whose frequencies coincide with the energies of in-gap

bound sates. We inspect their nature and determine the characteristic time/energy scales. Furthermore, we show that periodic

driving imposed on the quantum dot levels, εiσ (t), induces the oscillating currents whose conductance (averaged over the period)

has a structure reminiscent of the Floquet systems. The dynamical properties studied here could be realized experimentally by

applying either dc or ac external potentials.

Results

We start by discussing the microscopic model of our setup (Fig. 1) and next present the numerical results obtained for three

types of the quantum quench protocols. On this basis we infer the typical time-scales, characterizing in-gap bound states that

would be valuable for designing some operations on the Andreev qubits. In section Methods we also provide some technical

details about the computational techniques.

Model and formalism
Our heterostructure, consisting of the quantum dots QDi (i = 1,2) placed in linear configuration between the normal (N) and

superconducting (S) leads, can be described by the following Hamiltonian

H = HS +HS−QD1
+HDQD +HN−QD2

+HN . (1)

We treat the normal lead as free fermion gas HN = ∑kσ ξNkσ c
†
Nkσ cNkσ , where c

†
Nkσ (cNkσ ) is the creation (annihilation) operator

of itinerant electron with the momentum k and spin σ whose energy ξNkσ = εNkσ −µN is measured with respect to the chemical

potential µN . The superconducting lead is assumed in the standard BCS form HS =∑qσ ξSqσ c
†
Sqσ cSqσ −∑q(∆SCc

†
Sq↑c

†
Sq↓+h.c.),

where ∆SC stands for the isotropic pairing gap. The double quantum dot part is modeled by the single-level localized states

HDQD = ∑
iσ

εiσ c
†
iσ ciσ +∑

σ

(

V12c
†
1σ c2σ +h.c.

)

, (2)

where c
†
iσ (ciσ ) is the creation (annihilation) operator of electron at i-th quantum dot, εiσ denote for the energy levels, and V12 is

the interdot coupling. The quantum dots are hybridized with the external reservoirs via HN−QD2
= ∑kσ

(

VNkc
†
Nkσ c2σ +h.c.

)

and HS−QD1
= ∑qσ

(

VSqc
†
Sqσ c1σ +h.c.

)

, where VNk (VSq) denotes the coupling to normal (superconducting) lead.

We restrict our considerations to the wide-band limit (WBL), assuming the constant (energy-independent) auxiliary

couplings ΓN/S = 2π ∑k/q |VNk/Sq|
2δ (ε − εNk/Sqσ ). We also treat the pairing gap ∆SC as the largest energy scale, focusing

on dynamical processes solely inside in the subgap regime. Under such conditions the fermionic degrees of freedom of the

superconductor can be integrated out, and the resulting low-energy physics can be described by

HS +HS−QD1
≈

ΓS

2
c1↓c1↑+h.c., (3)

where ΓS/2 plays a role of the effective pairing potential induced in QD1
11.

In what follows we discuss the time-dependent charge currents jNσ (t), jSσ (t) and occupancies of the quantum dots imposed

by the following types of quantum quenches: (i) abrupt bias potential Vsd = ∆µN applied between N and S electrodes, (ii)

sudden change of the energy levels εiσ due to the gate potential Vg, and (iii) periodic driving of the quantum dot levels with a

given amplitude and frequency. Expectation values of the physical observables are computed numerically, solving a closed set

of the differential equations (see Methods). The charge current jNσ (t) flowing between the normal lead and QD2 can be derived

from the time-dependent number of electrons in the normal lead. For εNkσ (t) = εNkσ this currents is formally given by48

jNσ (t) = 2Im

(

∑
k

VNk exp(−iεNkσ t)〈c†
2σ (t)cNkσ (0)〉

)

−ΓN n2σ (t), (4)

were 〈. . .〉 denotes the quantum statistical averaging and 〈niσ (t)〉 ≡ niσ (t). The interdot charge flow j12σ (t) is expressed as

j12σ (t) =−Im
(

V12〈c
†
1σ (t)c2σ (t)〉

)

(5)
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and finally the current jSσ (t) flowing from the superconducting lead to QD1 can be obtained from the charge conservation

law
dn1σ (t)

dt
= j12σ (t)+ jSσ (t). To simplify the notation we have set e = h̄ = ΓS = 1 so that energies, currents and time are

expressed in units of ΓS, eΓS/h̄ and h̄/ΓS, respectively. For convenience we assume the superconducting lead to be grounded,

treating its chemical potential as the reference level (µS = 0). Our calculations are performed for the zero temperature.

Response to a bias voltage
For computational reasons (see Methods) it is convenient to assume that initially (for t < 0) the quantum dots are disconnected

from external reservoirs. Let us briefly discuss the transient current jNσ (t) appearing after forming the N-DQD-S heterostructure.

In analogy to the previously discussed N-QD-S case48 such evolution to the stationary limit is achieved through a sequence

of the damped quantum oscillations whose frequencies coincide with the quasiparticle energies of in-gap bound states. In

particular, for εiσ = 0 the period of oscillations is equal to T = 4π/ΓS whereas the relaxation processes (originating from the

coupling ΓN of QD2 to the metallic lead) are responsible for damping via the exponential envelope function e−tΓN/2. Practically

at times t ≥ 50 the stationary state seems to be fairly well approached.

We now turn to the dynamical response of N-DQD-S setup caused by biasing at t = 60, when the initial chemical potentials

are detuned by source-drain voltage µN − µS = Vsd . Fig. 2b presents the charge currents jNσ (t) and jSσ (t) obtained for

V12 = 2, assuming Vsd = 1.5, 2 and 20 (see the legend), respectively. For the large bias voltage, |Vsd | ≫ V12, we observe

emergence of the quantum beats with the period TB = π/V12 which are superimposed with the higher frequency oscillations.

Let us recall, that charge transport is provided here solely by the anomalous particle-to-hole (Andreev) scattering which is

sensitive to the in-gap bound states. For the particular set of model parameters the in-gap bound states are formed at energies

± 1
2

√

4V 2
12 +Γ2

S/4±ΓS/4. It has been previously shown49 that the single quantum dot placed between both normal electrodes

reacts to a sudden external voltage by the coherent oscillations appearing in the charge current with frequency ω = |Vsd − εdot |.
In the present situation we should replace εdot by the effective quasiparticle energies at which the Andreev scattering is

amplified.

Since we have four such in-gap bound states, the resulting current is a superposition of sinusoidal waves, oscillating

with the frequencies Ω1/2 = Vsd ±ω1 and Ω3/4 = Vsd ±ω2, where ω1/2 = V12 ±ΓS/4. It can be effectively expressed as

∑
4
i=1 aie

−λit sin(Ωit). Individual terms refer here to the damping processes with different parameters λi, whereas the coefficients

ai control the contributions from these in-gap bound states. For the large bias |Vsd | ≫ V12 and ΓS/4 the quantum beats are

superimposed with the faster oscillations. It can be shown49 that such beating patterns depend on a ratio

r =
ω1 +ω2

|ω1 −ω2|
=

4V12

ΓS

. (6)

For the case displayed in Fig. 2b this ratio is r = 8, therefore for Vsd = 20 the repeated sequences of the beats appearing in

the current jNσ (t) should be observed with the periods π
4
, π

2
, π

2
, π

2
, π

2
, π

2
, π

2
, π

2
, π

4
. For non-integer ratio r the resulting beating

pattern is more complicated with the different successive periods.
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jSσ(t), Vsd = 2
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Figure 2. Transient and quench dynamics. a) The time-dependent n2σ , jSσ and jNσ obtained for V12 = 0.5, 4 , assuming

the initially empty DQDs. b) The charge currents jSσ and jNσ for V12 = 2 induced after an abrupt biasing Vsd at t = 60.

Calculations have been done for ΓN = 0.2, ΓS = 1, εiσ = 0.
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Figure 3. Post-quench beating patterns. The current jNσ (t) induced by abrupt biasing at t = 60 for several values of the

interdot coupling V12 and Vsd , as indicated. We used the model parameters ΓN = 0.2, ΓS = 1, εiσ = 0.

Anticipating the behavior presented in Fig. 2b we notice, that for large Vsd = 20 the post-quench current jNσ (t) indeed

exhibits the beats mainly with period TB = π/V12 superimposed with the faster oscillations whose frequency is equal to Vsd .

The steady limit current for Vsd = 2 is larger than for Vsd = 1.5 because of the broader transport window involving all the

in-gap bound states. We also notice that jSσ (t) substantially differs from jNσ (t), especially for the large bias Vsd . We assign

this to the fact that DQD sandwiched between the external leads washes out small fluctuations of the current jSσ (t), enforcing

the final damped oscillations with period 4π/ΓS. Fig.3 displays the beating structure in the time-dependent current jNσ (t)
after abrupt application of the bias voltage. These beats clearly depend on the interdot coupling V12 via TB = π/V12. The

beating structure is superimposed with oscillations whose frequency is also sensitive to the bias voltage. By measuring the

period of such beating oscillations one could thus practically evaluate the inter-dot coupling V12 = π/TB. For a realistic value

ΓS ∼ 200µeV , and assuming V12 = 0.5, 1 and 2 the beating period would be TB ∼ 21, 10 and 5 picoseconds, respectively. This

time-scale is currently attainable experimentally.

Quench of energy levels
Let us now consider the dynamics induced by a sequence of quantum quenches imposed on the energy levels εiσ . The first

quench εiσ → εiσ +Vg is performed at t1 = 60, safely after N-DQD-S heterostructure achieves its stationary configuration.

−6 −4 −2 0 2 4 6
εiσ

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

n
2
σ
(t
=
∞
)

V12 = 0.5

V12 = 2.0

V12 = 4.0

Figure 4. Charge occupancy. The stationary limit (t = ∞) occupancy of QD2 as a function of the energy level ε2σ = ε1σ

determined for several interdot couplings V12 using the model parameters Vsd = 0, ΓN = 0.1, ΓS = 1.
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Later on, at time t2 = 120, we rapidly change the energy levels back to their initial values εiσ +Vg → εiσ . Such step-like change

(reminiscent of the pump-and-probe techniques) could be practically driven by the external gate potential applied to DQDs.

For understanding the dynamics of our setup it would be helpful to inspect the stationary fillings of both quantum dots

for several couplings V12. Fig. 4 shows the charge occupancy of QD2 (the neighbor of the normal lead) with respect to ε2σ ,

assuming that both energy levels are identical ε1σ = ε2σ . Since occupancies of both dots are nearly identical, we restrict our

considerations to the occupancy n2σ . We recognize three plateau regions, corresponding to niσ ≈ 1, 0.5 and 0, respectively.

We also notice, that a width of the half-filling region strongly depends on the inter-dot coupling V12. Variations of the QDs

occupancies from the nearly complete filling to half-filling or from the half-filled case to nearly empty QDs occur practically

at vicinity of εiσ ≈±V12. Change of niσ occur whenever the in-gap bound states coincide with the chemical potential (here

Vsd = 0). Our numerical results obtained for various V12 and Vg indicate that the most characteristic time-dependent currents are

represented at the middle plateau. Postquench evolution corresponding to the different jump Vg will preserve the same general

properties.
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t
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Figure 5. Dynamics imposed by varying the energy levels. The time-dependent occupancy n2σ (t) and the currents jNσ (t),
jSσ (t) after step-like variation of the quantum dots energy levels εiσ →Vg at t = 60 and Vg → εiσ at t = 120. Results are

obtained for Vsd = 0, ΓN = 0.2, ΓS = 1, εiσ = 0 and V12 = 4.

In Fig. 5 we show the evolution of n2σ (t), jNσ (t), jSσ (t) obtained for the strong interdot coupling V12 = 4 after abrupt

lifting of the DQD energy levels, at t = 60, and their return to initial values, at t = 120. More specifically, we have chosen

Vg = 2, 3, 3.75, 4, 4.25 and 5, respectively. Let us consider the evolution corresponding to the variation of energy levels from

εiσ = 0 to εiσ +Vg = 2, corresponding to the middle plateau (see Fig. 4). The initial QD2 occupancy is ∼ 0.5 and its stationary

value after the first quench also equals ∼ 0.5, therefore n2σ (t) remains nearly unchanged. Similarly, the currents jNσ and jSσ

are negligibly small (see the upper curves at t < 120 in Fig. 5). After the second quench the occupancy n2σ is still ∼ 0.5, albeit

promptly after the quench we observe some transients exhibiting the beating structure (see the upper curve for t > 120 in Fig. 5).

This beating structure is more evident for the larger amplitude Vg = 3.0 (see Fig. 5 and t > 120) for which the occupancy

niσ coincides with one of the slopes presented in Fig. 4. We observe the damped oscillations with period T = π/V12 and the

amplitude modulated with another period TB = 2π/ΓS. Upon increasing Vg, see Fig. 5 for t < 120, the evolution of n2σ changes

its character from the damped oscillations to the exponential decay, down to nearly zero. Evolution after the second quench (i.e.

for t > 120) is even more interesting. We observe that the oscillations with the time period T = π/V12 are well visible for all

values of Vg. In addition, the beating structure appears for all values of Vg, except of Vg = 5 which refers to the nearly empty

QD2. Notice, that starting from Vg = 3.75 (when εiσ corresponds to a slope of niσ (t = ∞,εiσ )), the QD2 occupancy exhibits

additional oscillation with the period equal to 4π/ΓS. The time-dependent niσ (t), jNσ (t) and jSσ (t) after the second quench

(t > 120), exhibit similar behavior. We observe the oscillations with period 4π/ΓS superimposed with faster oscillations whose
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period is equal to π/V12, giving rise to the beating pattern with the period 2π/ΓS. Let us inspect more carefully the electron

transfer after the first quench, Vg = 5 (lowest curves in Fig. 5). The charge current jNσ (t) flows all the time to normal lead (till

the next quench) in contrast to the currents obtained for smaller quench amplitudes Vg.

Concerning the time-dependent occupancies and currents calculated for V12 ≥ 1, they preserve the qualitative properties

discussed above. For the smaller interdot couplings V12 (for instance V12 = 0.5) the evolution after the first quench preserves all

properties characterized for stronger V12, but after the second quench we no longer observe the beating patterns, so that only

oscillations with the period 4π/ΓS are present.

Periodically driven energy levels
We now discuss the dynamical response of N-DQD-S heterostructure driven by the periodic driving of the energy levels

εiσ (t) = Asin(ωt). This situation can be practically encountered by shining an infrared field on both quantum dots. We assume

that amplitude A and frequency ω of the oscillations are identical in both QDs.

In Fig.6 we present the time-dependent current jSσ (t) obtained for ω = 0.1 and two representative values of the amplitude

A. The left (a) panel refers to the inderdot coupling V12 = 4, whereas the right (b) panel to V12 = 3, respectively. For comparison

we also present the current obtained for constant value of εd = 0 (the top panel of Fig. 6a) which is characterized by the damped

quantum oscillations, vanishing in the asymptotic t → ∞ limit. Similar features, but with different profiles of the quantum

oscillations, are also observable for small amplitudes of the periodic driving. They are displayed in Fig.6a (Fig.6b) for the

interdot coupling V12 = 4 (3), where the time-dependent current vanishes in the asymptotic limit for the amplitudes A ≤ 3.5
(A ≤ 2). Such situation occurs when the amplitude A does not exceed the energies of subgap quasiparticles. This behavior can

be contrasted with the large amplitude case (for instance A = 4 for V12 = 4) when the current jSσ (t) remains finite throughout

all time regions, including the asymptotic limit t → ∞. We still observe the oscillatory behavior, however its periodicity is more

complex.
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Figure 6. Amplitude effect of periodic driving. The time-dependent current jSσ induced by the oscillating energy levels

εiσ (t) = Asin(ωt). The panel a (b) presents the results obtained for V12 = 4.0 (V12 = 3.0), assuming ω = 0.1, ΓN = 0.1,

ΓS = 1, Vsd = 0 and several amplitudes A. The dashed line shows the profile of the oscillations energy levels (not in scale).
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Figure 7. Frequency effect of periodic driving. The time-dependent current jSσ caused by periodic driving of the QD

levels for several frequencies ω (as indicated), assuming V12 = 3.0, A = 2.0, ΓN = 0.1, ΓS = 1.0, Vsd = 0.

In Fig. 7 we present the results obtained for three different frequencies ω , assuming V12 = 3 and A = 2. For this set of model

parameters the current jSσ (t) asymptotically vanishes for ω = 0.1 and 0.2 (the upper and middle panels in Fig.7), whereas for

larger frequencies the oscillations survive over the considerably longer time intervals.
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Figure 8. Various protocols of periodic driving. The time-dependent current jSσ (solid lines) obtained for different

periodic driving schemes εiσ (t) (dotted lines, not in scale). The panel a (b) shows the results for V12 = 2.0, A = 1.0 and

ω = 0.05 (V12 = 4.0, A = 2.0 and ω = 0.1), using the model parameters ΓN = 0.2, ΓS = 1.0, Vsd = 0.

Finally we briefly investigate the time-dependent currents imposed by different profiles of the periodically driven energy

levels εiσ (t) = εiσ (t +T ) as depicted by the dashed lines in Fig. 8. For all cases we have assumed the same amplitudes and

frequencies. It appears that step-like variations of εiσ (t) are followed by the damped oscillations. In particular, the right panel in

Fig.8 refers to the abrupt lifting/lowering of the quantum dot levels revealing by a sequence of the damped quantum oscillations

(after each change).

Andreev conductance averaged over driving period
To get more precise information about the role of amplitude A and frequency ω we inspect here the charge currents averaged over

a period T = 2π/ω of the driving field. For specific analysis we focus on the Andreev current 〈 jNσ (t)〉t0 =
1
T

∫ t0+T
t0

jNσ (t)dt

induced by the source-drain voltage Vsd and (in analogy to preceding section) assuming the periodically driven energy levels

εiσ (t) = Asin(ωt). From the differential conductance GN,σ (Vsd) =
d

dVsd
〈 jNσ (t)〉t0 one can infer quasienergies of the in-gap

bound states50.

Our main objective is to analyze the quasiparticle features which show up in the measurable nonequilibrium transport

properties of N-DQD-S heterostructure. Initially (for t < 0) we assume both quantum dots to be empty and next, at t = 0,

we impose the oscillations of the quantum dot levels εiσ (t) simultaneously with the bias voltage µN −µS =Vsd . We choose
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t0 at which the transient effects become negligible. This choice can be arbitrary, because safely after forming N-DQD-S

heterostructure the time-dependent current oscillates with the period T as enforced on the energy levels (c.f. Figs. 6-8). Below

we briefly discuss the differential conductance GN,σ (Vsd) obtained numerically for some representative sets of the model

parameters.
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Figure 9. Frequency dependent conductance. The averaged Andreev conductance GN,σ (Vsd) in units of 2e2/h as a

function of frequency ω and the source-drain voltage Vsd obtained for several amplitudes A and interdot coupling V12 (as

indicated). We used the model parameters ΓN = 0.1 and ΓS = 1.0.

Fig. 9 presents the averaged Andreev conductance obtained for two values of the interdot coupling V12 and several

amplitudes A, as indicated. Panels a-d display the characteristic features originating from the photon-assisted tunneling. We

notice that besides the main quasiparticle peaks (for ΓN ≪ ΓS and εd = 0 appearing at ± 1
2

(
√

4V 2
12 +Γ2

S/4±ΓS/2
)

there

emerge additional side-peaks due to the stimulated emission/absorption of the photon quanta. Their intensity (spectral weight)

and avoided-crossing behavior are sensitive to the frequency and amplitude of a microwave field. The main quasiparticle peaks

are replicated at multiples of ω and they can be interpreted as higher order harmonics of the initial bound states.

Basic aspects of the photon-assisted tunneling through the quantum dots sandwiched between the normal electrodes

have been already extensively studied in specialistic literature51–53. As regards the single quantum dot embedded into the

superconducting heterostructures, it has been shown that n-th harmonic quasiparticle peaks would be proportional to the Bessel

functions of the first kind J2
n (A/ω) for the Andreev (N-QD-S) or J2

n (2A/ω) for the Josephson (S-QD-S) circuits45, 46. Here

the higher harmonics of the main quasiparticle peaks emerge at such amplitude A and frequency ω where the Bessel function

J0(2A/ω) vanishes. They do not depend on interdot coupling V12. Frequencies corresponding to the lowest order harmonics for

A = 1 occur at ω ∼ 0.83, 0.36, for A = 2 at ω ∼ 1.67, 0.72, 0.46 and for A = 4 at ω ∼ 3.3, 1.45, 0.92, respectively. Figs. 9

and 10 illustrate dependence of such side-peaks on the frequency ω and amplitude A, respectively.
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Figure 10. Amplitude dependent conductance. The averaged conductance GN,σ (Vsd) versus the source-drain voltage Vsd

and the amplitude A of the oscillating quantum dot levels obtained for several V12 and ω (as indicated), using the model

parameters ω = 1.0, ΓN = 0.1, ΓS = 1.0.

Let us consider the averaged Andreev conductance with respect to (Vsd ,A) for a few values of the interdot coupling V12, see

Fig. 10. In absence of the microwave field, A = 0, there exist four peaks in the differential conductance. Upon increasing the

power of microwave field (for larger amplitude A) the main quasiparticle peaks loose part their intensities (spectral weights)

at expense of the higher order replicas. For larger amplitude A, we observe more and more replicas at ω , ±ω , ±2ω , and so

on appearing in the conductance and simultaneously their total spectral weight undergoes substantial redistribution. At some
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specific values of A we can notice that the spectral weight of individual harmonics vanishes and then again reappears.
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Figure 11. Dependence on interdot coupling. Variation of the averaged Andreev conductance GN,σ (Vsd) with respect to the

interdot coupling V12 obtained for ω = 1, ΓN = 0.1, ΓS = 1.0, assuming A = 1 (left panel) and A = 2 (right panel).

To study the effect of inter-dot coupling on the averaged Andreev conductance we present in Fig. 11 the results obtained

for ω = 1 and two amplitudes A = 1 and A = 2, respectively. In the first case the conduction peaks, appearing around ±nω ,

gradually split into the lower and upper branches with increasing coupling V12, yet they never cross each other because of the

quantum mechanical interference54. For the larger amplitude (A = 2) we also notice this avoided-crossing tendency, albeit each

harmonic consists here of two nearby peaks. This is example of the n-fold fine structure driven in the harmonics whenever the

specific constraint A/ω = n is encountered.

In addition to direct computations of the averaged current, we have developed the auxiliary procedure based on machine

learning algorithm which reliably yields the Andreev conductance for an arbitrary set of the model parameters (see Methods).

Discussion

We have studied the double quantum dot coupled between the superconducting and normal leads, addressing the dynamical

response of such heterostructure to (i) abrupt application of the bias voltage, (ii) sudden change of the energy levels, and (iii)

their periodic driving. These effects can be routinely triggered either by dc or ac external potentials. We have analyzed the

time-dependent charge flow between the external reservoirs and the quantum dots, revealing the oscillatory behavior (analogous

to Rabi-type mechanism involving pairs of the in-gap quasiparticle states induced by the superconducting proximity effect)

which are damped due to relaxation on electronic states of the metallic lead.

Inspecting the time-dependent profiles of various physical observables we have found the signatures of such frequency

components which coincide with the subgap quasiparticle energies. For the quantum quench imposed by the source-drain

voltage and by the gate potential the dynamics of proximitized double quantum dot reveals superposition of the fast and

slow oscillatory modes, giving rise to the beating patters. These features are well observable over quite long time interval,

∆t ∼ 10h̄/ΓN , in contrast to much faster transient phenomena realized in the single quantum dot (N-QD-S) heterostructures48, 55.

For the periodically driven energy levels of the quantum dots we find more complex time-dependent behavior. Response

of the N-DQD-S heterostructure depends both on the frequency ω and amplitude A of the periodically varying levels. We

have illustrated these phenomena in absence (Figs. 6-8) and in presence of the bias voltage (Figs. 9-11). We have predicted

that amplitude (related to the power of driving force) has crucial effect on activating the higher-order harmonics of in-gap

quasiparticle sates, as evidenced for the unbiased (Fig. 6) and biased (Fig. 10) heterostructures. The frequency, on the other

hand, is manifested by replicas of the main quasiparticle peaks. Similar effects have been already observed experimentally

for the Josephson-type junctions comprising the single quantum dot45, 46. In our case the proximitized double quantum dot is

characterized a sequence of the photon-assisted enhancements in the differential conductance with an additional fine-structure

appearing in the harmonics due to interference effects. Upon varying the frequency (Figs. 9) or the interdot coupling (Figs.

11) the neighboring harmonics never cross each other because of their quantum mechanical interplay, feasible also in the

multi-terminal superconducting junctions54.

Our considerations could be verified experimentally by means of the subgap tunneling spectroscopy using the carbon

nanotubes, semiconducting nanowires or other lithographically constructed quantum dots embedded between the supercon-

ducting and metallic electrodes. Another realization would be possible in STM technique, using the conducting tip to probe

the dimerized molecules deposited on superconducting substrates. The characteristic time-scales determined here might be

important for designing logical operations with use of the superconducting qubits8. In future studies it would be worthwhile

to address the dynamics of the topologically nontrivial superconducting nanostructures and take into account the Coulomb

interaction effects.
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Methods

Equations of motion

Here, we explicitly present the set of differential equations needed for determination of the time-dependent occupancy niσ (t) = 〈c†
iσ (t)ciσ (t)〉

and other functions coupled to it. Using the exact formula

cNkσ (t) = cNkσ (0)exp

(

−i

∫ t

0
dt ′εNkσ (t

′)

)

− i

∫ t

0
dt ′c2σ (t

′)VNk exp

(

−i

∫ t

t ′
dτεNkσ (τ)

)

(7)

and applying the wide band limit approximation we derive the following set of equations

dn1σ (t)

dt
= 2Im(V12〈c

†
1σ (t)c2σ (t)〉−

ΓS

2
〈c1−σ (t)c1σ (t)〉), (8)

dn2σ (t)

dt
= 2Im[−V12〈c

†
1σ (t)c2σ (t)〉−

iΓN

2
n2σ (t)+∑

k

VNk exp(−iεNkt)〈c†
2σ (t)cNkσ (0)〉β ], (9)

d〈c1σ (t)c2−σ (t)〉

dt
=

[

−i(ε1σ + ε2−σ )−
ΓN

2

]

〈c1σ (t)c2−σ (t)〉− iV12 (〈c1σ (t)c1−σ (t)〉+ 〈c2σ (t)c2−σ (t)〉)

+αi
ΓS

2
〈c†

1−σ (t)c2−σ (t)〉− i∑
k

VNk exp(−iεNkt)〈c1σ (t)cNk−σ (0)〉β , (10)

d〈c1↓(t)c1↑(t)〉

dt
= −i

(

ε1↑+ ε1↓

)

〈c1↓(t)c1↑(t)〉− iV12

(

〈c1↓(t)c2↑(t)〉−〈c1↑(t)c2↓(t)〉
)

−i
ΓS

2

(

1−n1↓(t)−n1↑(t)
)

, (11)

d〈c2↓(t)c2↑(t)〉

dt
=

[

−i
(

ε2↑+ ε2↓

)

−ΓN

]

〈c2↓(t)c2↑(t)〉+ iV12

(

〈c1↑(t)c2↓(t)〉−〈c1↓(t)c2↑(t)〉
)

+i∑
k

VNk exp(−iεNkt)
(

〈c2↑(t)cNk↓(0)〉−〈c2↓(t)cNk↑(0)〉
)

β , (12)

d〈c†
1σ (t)c2σ (t)〉

dt
=

[

−i(ε2σ − ε1σ )−
ΓN

2

]

〈c†
1σ (t)c2σ (t)〉− iV12 (n1σ (t)−n2σ (t))+αi

ΓS

2
〈c1−σ (t)c2σ (t)〉

−i∑
k

VNk exp(−iεNkt)〈c†
1σ (t)cNkσ (0)〉β , (13)

where σ =↑ (↓), α = +(−), β = exp(−i(t − t1)Vsd), t1 denotes the time at which the bias voltage Vsd is applied and 〈. . .〉 stands for the

quantum statistical averaging. At this level there appear the new correlation functions 〈Aiσ (t)Bkσ (0)〉, where A (B) corresponds to the

creation or annihilation operator of electron in the quantum dots (the normal lead). These functions can be determined from the the following

equations of motion

d〈c†
1σ (t)cNkσ (0)〉

dt
= iε1σ 〈c

†
1σ (t)cNkσ (0)〉+ iV12〈c

†
2σ (t)cNkσ (0)〉+αi

ΓS

2
〈c1−σ (t)cNkσ (0)〉, (14)

d〈c1σ (t)cNk−σ (0)〉

dt
= −iε1σ 〈c1σ (t)cNk−σ (0)〉− iV12〈c2σ (t)cNk−σ (0)〉−αi

ΓS

2
〈c†

1−σ (t)cNk−σ (0)〉, (15)

d〈c†
2σ (t)cNkσ (0)〉

dt
=

(

iε2σ −
ΓN

2

)

〈c†
2σ (t)cNkσ (0)〉+ iV12〈c

†
1σ (t)cNkσ (0)〉+ iVNkeiεNkt〈nkσ (0)〉β

−1, (16)

d〈c2σ (t)cNk−σ (0)〉

dt
=

(

−iε2σ −
ΓN

2

)

〈c2σ (t)cNk−σ (0)〉− iV12〈c1σ (t)cNk−σ (0)〉, (17)

where 〈nkσ (0)〉= [1+ exp((εNkσ −µN)/kBT )]−1 is the Fermi distribution function for the normal lead electrons.

We have solved numerically these coupled differential equations (8-17) subject to the specific initial conditions. For convenience, we have

assumed that till t < 0 both external reservoirs were isolated from the quantum dots. In next steps, we have calculated iteratively the time-

dependent observables using the Runge Kutta algorithm with sufficiently dense equidistant temporal points t → t +δ t → ...→ t +Nδ t ≡ t f .

Machine learning approach

Results presented in the main part of this paper have been obtained by solving the differential equations derived for N-DQD-S heterostructure.

The computational procedure has been rather straightforward (see the preceding section), but required quite a lot of time and resources.
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For instance to produce the conduction maps (Figs. 9-11) with 150× 150 points resolution it takes approximately one week performing

multiprocessing calculations on CPU 2x Xeon E5-2660 2.2GHz 16 cores/ 32 threads. This problem motivated us to construct a machine

learning model for our system.

To train our neural network we have used the collected set of data of 76 different conductance maps (with different resolutions), giving

us 971760 conductance data points. Subsequently, we have linearly interpolated every single map to doubly increase a number of the data

points, finally giving us 3887040 data points. For this purpose we have used the open-source software for machine learning - Tensorflow with

application programming interface - Keras.

This neural network has a character of the densely connected type, with 4 input parameters (V12,ω ,Vsd ,A) describing N-DQD-S setup

and 1 single neuron on the output, specifying the averaged Andreev conductance GN,σ . The neural network is composed of 4 hidden layers

consisting of 2048, 1024, 512, 256 neurons, respectively. Every hidden layer has a dropout of 1% neurons (which helps to avoid over-fitting

our model) and, as an activation function, we have used sigmoid function. One can notice that this neural network is large, because of

non-linearity in the system. To train our neural network we have chosen batch = 1024 and epoch = 600, giving us the fidelity coefficient

R2 = 0.987. Fig. 12a compares the calculated GN,σ with respect to the value predicted by our neural network. Fig. 12 shows the conductance

maps obtained from direct calculation (panel a) and by the neural network (panel b). This neural network model of N-DQD-S heterostructure

is available at the following www.dropbox.com/sh/0hzs9im3d3bf0jr/AADRr3kltw2mOdCCh8tedoIWa?dl=0 webpage.

a b

Figure 12. a) Comparison of the differential conductance predicted by the neural network versus its value determined by the

microscopic calculations. The red line y = x is a guide to eye. b) The conductance map generated by the neural network,

reproducing the results presented in Fig.10a.

a b

Figure 13. The conductance map obtained from the microscopic numerical calculations (panel a) and generated by the neural

network (panel b) for V12 = 1.7, ω = 2.5. The map shown in panel a has not been used for learning the neural network.
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Figures

Figure 1

Schematics. Two quantum dots (QD1 and QD2) coupled in series between the superconducting (S) and
normal (N) metallic reservoirs whose energy levels eis (t) could be varied by the external gate potential.
We also consider dynamical phenomena driven by the time-dependent bias voltage imposed between the
external leads.

Figure 2

Transient and quench dynamics. a) The time-dependent n2s , jSs and jNs obtained for V12 = 0:5, 4 ,
assuming the initially empty DQDs. b) The charge currents jSs and jNs for V12 = 2 induced after an
abrupt biasing Vsd at t = 60. Calculations have been done for GN = 0:2, GS = 1, eis = 0.



Figure 3

Post-quench beating patterns. The current jNs (t) induced by abrupt biasing at t = 60 for several values of
the interdot coupling V12 and Vsd , as indicated. We used the model parameters GN = 0:2, GS = 1, eis = 0.



Figure 4

Charge occupancy. The stationary limit (t = ¥) occupancy of QD2 as a function of the energy level e2s =
e1s determined for several interdot couplings V12 using the model parameters Vsd = 0, GN = 0:1, GS = 1.



Figure 5

Dynamics imposed by varying the energy levels. The time-dependent occupancy n2s (t) and the currents
jNs (t), jSs (t) after step-like variation of the quantum dots energy levels eis !Vg at t = 60 and Vg !eis at t =
120. Results are obtained for Vsd = 0, GN = 0:2, GS = 1, eis = 0 and V12 = 4.

Figure 6

Amplitude effect of periodic driving. The time-dependent current jSs induced by the oscillating energy
levels eis (t) = Asin(wt). The panel a (b) presents the results obtained for V12 = 4:0 (V12 = 3:0), assuming
w = 0:1, GN = 0:1, GS = 1, Vsd = 0 and several amplitudes A. The dashed line shows the pro�le of the
oscillations energy levels (not in scale).



Figure 7

Frequency effect of periodic driving. The time-dependent current jSs caused by periodic driving of the QD
levels for several frequencies w (as indicated), assuming V12 = 3:0, A = 2:0, GN = 0:1, GS = 1:0, Vsd = 0.



Figure 8

Various protocols of periodic driving. The time-dependent current jSs (solid lines) obtained for different
periodic driving schemes eis (t) (dotted lines, not in scale). The panel a (b) shows the results for V12 =
2:0, A = 1:0 and w = 0:05 (V12 = 4:0, A = 2:0 and w = 0:1), using the model parameters GN = 0:2, GS = 1:0,
Vsd = 0.

Figure 9

Frequency dependent conductance. The averaged Andreev conductance GN;s (Vsd) in units of 2e2=h as a
function of frequency w and the source-drain voltage Vsd obtained for several amplitudes A and interdot
coupling V12 (as indicated). We used the model parameters GN = 0:1 and GS = 1:0.

Figure 10

Amplitude dependent conductance. The averaged conductance GN;s (Vsd) versus the source-drain
voltage Vsd and the amplitude A of the oscillating quantum dot levels obtained for several V12 and w (as
indicated), using the model parameters w = 1:0, GN = 0:1, GS = 1:0.



Figure 11

Dependence on interdot coupling. Variation of the averaged Andreev conductance GN;s (Vsd) with respect
to the interdot coupling V12 obtained for w = 1, GN = 0:1, GS = 1:0, assuming A = 1 (left panel) and A = 2
(right panel).

Figure 12

a) Comparison of the differential conductance predicted by the neural network versus its value
determined by the microscopic calculations. The red line y = x is a guide to eye. b) The conductance map
generated by the neural network, reproducing the results presented in Fig.10a.



Figure 13

The conductance map obtained from the microscopic numerical calculations (panel a) and generated by
the neural network (panel b) for V12 = 1:7, w = 2:5. The map shown in panel a has not been used for
learning the neural network.
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